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TITLE

DOWN-REGULATION OF GENE EXPRESSION USING ARTIFICIAL MICRORNAS

This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application

No. 61/014,51 2, filed December 18, 2007 the disclosure of which is hereby

incorporated by reference in its entirety.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The field of the present invention relates, generally, to plant molecular

biology. In particular, it relates to constructs and methods to down-regulate

expression of targeted sequences.

BACKGROUND

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) were first identified only a few years ago, but already it

is clear that they play an important role in regulating gene activity. These 20-22

nucleotide noncoding RNAs have the ability to hybridize via base-pairing with

specific target mRNAs and downregulate the expression of these transcripts, by

mediating either RNA cleavage or translational repression.

Recent studies have indicated that miRNAs have important functions during

development. In plants, they have been shown to control a variety of developmental

processes including flowering time, leaf morphology, organ polarity, floral

morphology, and root development (reviewed by Mallory and Vaucheret (2006) Nat

Genet 38: S31 -36). Given the established regulatory role of miRNAs, it is likely that

they are also involved in the control of some of the major crop traits such drought

tolerance and disease resistance.

miRNAs are transcribed by RNA polymerase Il as polyadenylated and

capped messages known as ph-miRNAs. These ph-miRNAs are processed into

smaller transcripts known as pre-miRNAs and these precursors have the ability to

form stable hairpin structures (reviewed by Bartel (2004) Cell 116: 281 -297; Jones-

Rhoades MW, Bartel DP, Bartel B. MicroRNAS and their regulatory roles in plants.

Annu Rev Plant Biol. 2006;57:1 9-53.) While pri-miRNAs are processed to pre-

miRNAs by Drosha in the nucleus and Dicer cleaves pre-miRNAs in the cytoplasm

in metazoans, miRNA maturation in plants differs from the pathway in animals

because plants lack a Drosha homolog. Instead, the RNase III enzyme DICER-LIKE

1 (DCL1 ) , which is homologous to animal Dicer, may possess Drosha function in



addition to its known function in hairpin processing (Kurihara and Watanabe (2004)

Proc Natl Acad Sci 10 1 : 12753-1 2758).

Artificial microRNAs (amiRNAs) have recently been described in Arabidopsis

targeting viral mRNA sequences (Niu et al. (2006) Nature Biotechnology 24:1 420-

1428) or endogenous genes (Schwab et al. (2006) Plant Cell -/8:1 12 1- 1 133). The

amiRNA construct can be expressed under different promoters in order to change

the spatial pattern of silencing (Schwab et al. (2006) Plant Cell -/8:1 12 1- 1 133).

Artificial miRNAs replace the microRNA and its complementary star sequence in a

precursor miRNA and substitute sequences that target an mRNA to be silenced.

Silencing by endogenous miRNAs can be found in a variety of spatial, temporal, and

developmental expression patterns (Pahzotto et al. (2007) Genes Dev 18:2237-

2242; Alvarez et al. (2006) Plant Cell 78:1 134-51 ) . Artificial miRNA can be

constructed to both capture and extend the diversity and specificity in the patterns of

silencing. To date there have been no reports of using amiRNAs in crop plants.

WO 2004/009779 published January 29, 2004 describes compositions and

methods for modulating gene expression in plants.

Applicant's Assignee's US Patent Application Publication 2005/01 38689

published on June 23, 2005 describes miRNas and their use in silencing a target

sequence.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEQUENCE LISTING

The invention can be more fully understood from the following detailed

description and the accompanying Sequence Listing, which form a part of this

application.

The sequence descriptions summarize the Sequences Listing attached

hereto. The Sequence Listing contains one letter codes for nucleotide sequence

characters and the single and three letter codes for amino acids as defined in the

IUPAC-IUB standards described in Nucleic Acids Research 13:3021 -3030 ( 1985)

and in the Biochemical Journal 219(2):345-373 ( 1984).

SEQ ID NOs:1 - 12 correspond to primers useful for amplifying soybean

genomic microRNA (miRNA) precursors.

SEQ ID NOs:1 3-1 8 correspond to soybean miRNA precursor sequences for

156c, 159, 166b, 168c, 396b, and 398b, respectively.



SEQ ID NO:1 9-21 corresponds to the artificial miRNA (amiRNA) sequence

used to silence the soybean lipoxygenase (lox), fatty acid desaturase 2-1 (fad2-1 ) ,

or fatty acid desaturase 2-2 (fad2-2) transcripts, respectively.

SEQ ID NOs:22-30 correspond to "star sequences" contained within amiRNA

precursors for 156c-lox, 159-lox, 166b-lox, 168c-lox, 398b-lox, 159-fad2-1 b, 166b-

fad2-1 b, 396b-fad2-1 b, and 159-fad2-2, respectively. Star sequences are the largely

complementary sequences within the miRNA precursor that form a duplex with the

miRNA.

SEQ ID NOs:31-39 correspond to amiRNA precursors for 156c-lox, 159-lox,

166b-lox, 168c-lox, 398b-lox, 159-fad2-1 b, 166b-fad2-1 b, 396b-fad2-1 b, and 159-

fad2-2, respectively. These precursors, when expressed in soybean, direct the

silencing of the endogenous lox, fad2-1 , or fad2-2 transcripts.

SEQ ID NOs:40-42 correspond to amiRNA sequence targeting fatB, a

soybean thioesterase sequence, and the corresponding star sequences for the 159

and 396b precursors, respectively.

SEQ ID NOs:43-46 correspond to four versions (a-d) of amiRNA sequences

targeting soybean phosphoglucomutase, respectively.

SEQ ID NOs:47-50 correspond to four star sequences for use in precursor

amiRNAs targeting soybean phosphoglucomutase. Precursors containing these star

sequences are 159-PGMa, 168c-PGMb, 159-PGMc, and 159-PGMd, respectively.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention concerns an isolated nucleic acid fragment comprising

a precursor miRNA said precursor miRNA corresponding substantially to the

deoxyribonucleotide sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:1 3 (i) wherein nucleotides

513 to 533 of SEQ ID NO:1 3 are replaced by a first variable nucleotide

subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to about 30 nucleotides depending upon

the target sequence whose expression is to be reduced and (ii) further wherein

nucleotides 384 to 407 of SEQ ID NO:1 3 are replaced by a second variable

nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to about 30 nucleotides, said

second variable nucleotide subsequence being capable of hybridizing to the first

variable subsequence of the precursor miRNA.

Other isolated nucleic fragments which are also of interest include the

following:



a) an isolated nucleic acid fragment comprising a precursor miRNA said

precursor miRNA corresponding substantially to the deoxyribonucleotide sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO:14 (i) wherein nucleotides 275 to 295 SEQ ID NO:14 are

replaced by a first variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to

about 30 nucleotides depending upon the target sequence whose expression is to

be reduced and (ii) further wherein nucleotides 121 to 141 of SEQ ID NO:14 are

replaced by a second variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about

19 to about 30 nucleotides, said second variable nucleotide subsequence being

capable of hybridizing to the first variable subsequence of the precursor miRNA;

b) an isolated nucleic acid fragment comprising a precursor miRNA said

precursor miRNA corresponding substantially to the deoxyribonucleotide sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO:1 5 (i) wherein nucleotides 262 to 282 of SEQ ID NO:1 5 are

replaced by a first variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to

about 30 nucleotides depending upon the target sequence whose expression is to

be reduced and (ii) further wherein nucleotides 155 to 175 of SEQ ID NO:1 5 are

replaced by a second variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about

19 to about 30 nucleotides, said second variable nucleotide subsequence being

capable of hybridizing to the first variable subsequence of the precursor miRNA;

c) an isolated nucleic acid fragment comprising a precursor miRNA said

precursor miRNA corresponding substantially to the deoxyribonucleotide sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO:1 6 (i) wherein nucleotides 249 to 269 of SEQ ID NO:1 6 are

replaced by a first variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to

about 30 nucleotides depending upon the target sequence whose expression is to

be reduced and (ii) further wherein nucleotides 3 16 to 336 of SEQ ID NO:1 6 are

replaced by a second variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about

19 to about 30 nucleotides, said second variable nucleotide subsequence being

capable of hybridizing to the first variable subsequence of the precursor miRNA;

d) an isolated nucleic acid fragment comprising a precursor miRNA said

precursor miRNA corresponding substantially to the deoxyribonucleotide sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO:1 7 (i) wherein nucleotides 196 to 2 16 of SEQ ID NO:1 7 are

replaced by a first variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to

about 30 nucleotides depending upon the target sequence whose expression is to

be reduced and (ii) further wherein nucleotides 262 to 282 of SEQ ID NO:1 7 are



replaced by a second variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about

19 to about 30 nucleotides, said second variable nucleotide subsequence being

capable of hybridizing to the first variable subsequence of the precursor miRNA; and

e) an isolated nucleic acid fragment comprising a precursor miRNA said

precursor miRNA corresponding substantially to the deoxyribonucleotide sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO:1 8 (i) wherein nucleotides 127 to 147 of SEQ ID NO:1 8 are

replaced by a first variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to

about 30 nucleotides depending upon the target sequence whose expression is to

be reduced and (ii) further wherein nucleotides 53 to 73 of SEQ ID NO:1 8 are

replaced by a second variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about

19 to about 30 nucleotides, said second variable nucleotide subsequence being

capable of hybridizing to the first variable subsequence of the precursor miRNA.

Any of these isolated nucleic acid fragments can the be used to make a

recombinant construct comprising these isolated nucleic acid fragments operably

linked to at least one regulatory sequence.

These constructs can be transformed into plant cell so that the transformed

plant cell comprises the recombinant construct in its genome.

In another aspect, this invention concerns a method for reducing expression

of a target gene in a plant cell, said method comprising:

(a) transforming at least one plant cell with a nucleic acid construct

comprising any of the isolated nucleic acid fragments described herein; and

(b) selecting those transformed plant cell(s) whose level of expression of the

target sequence is reduced when compared to the level of expression of the target

gene in a wild type plant cell.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Information pertinent to this application can be found in U.S. Patent

Application Nos. 10/963,238 and 10/963,394, filed October 12, 2004. The entire

contents of the above applications are herein incorporated by reference.

Other references that may be useful in understanding the invention include

U.S. Patent Application No. 10/883,374, filed July 1, 2004; U.S. Patent Application

No. 10/913,288, filed August 6, 2004; and U.S. Patent Application No. 11/334,776,

filed January 6, 2006.



The disclosure of each reference set forth herein is hereby incorporated by

reference in its entirety.

As used herein and in the appended claims, the singular forms "a", "an", and

"the" include plural reference unless the context clearly dictates otherwise. Thus,

for example, reference to "a plant" includes a plurality of such plants, reference to "a

cell" includes one or more cells and equivalents thereof known to those skilled in the

art, and so forth.

In the context of this disclosure, a number of terms and abbreviations are

used. The following definitions are provided.

"microRNA or miRNA" refers to oligoribonucleic acid, which regulates

expression of a polynucleotide comprising the target sequence. microRNAs

(miRNAs) are noncoding RNAs of about 19 to about 24 nucleotides (nt) in length

that have been identified in both animals and plants (Lagos-Quintana et al., Science

294:853-858 2001 , Lagos-Quintana et al., Curr. Biol. 12:735-739 2002; Lau et al.,

Science 294:858-862 2001 ; Lee and Ambros, Science 294:862-864 2001 ; Llave et

al., Plant Cell 14:1605-1 6 19 2002; Mourelatos et al., Genes. Dev. 16:720-728 2002;

Park et al., Curr. Biol. 12:1484-1495 2002; Reinhart et al., Genes. Dev. 16:1 6 16-

1626 2002) which regulates expression of a polynucleotide comprising the target

sequence.. They are processed from longer precursor transcripts that range in size

from approximately 70 to 2000 nt or longer, and these precursor transcripts have the

ability to form stable hairpin structures. In animals, the enzyme involved in

processing miRNA precursors is called Dicer, an RNAse Ill-like protein (Grishok et

al., Ce// 106:23-34 2001 ; Hutvagner et al., Science 293:834-838 2001 ; Ketting et al.,

Genes. Dev. 15:2654-2659 2001 ) . Plants also have a Dicer-like enzyme, DCL1

(previously named CARPEL FACTORY/SHORT INTEGUMENTS1/

SUSPENSOR1 ) , and recent evidence indicates that it, like Dicer, is involved in

processing the hairpin precursors to generate mature miRNAs (Park et al., Curr.

Biol. 12:1484-1495 2002; Reinhart et al., Genes. Dev. 16:161 6-1626 2002).

Furthermore, it is becoming clear from recent work that at least some miRNA hairpin

precursors originate as longer polyadenylated transcripts, and several different

miRNAs and associated hairpins can be present in a single transcript (Lagos-

Quintana et al., Science 294:853-858 2001 ; Lee et al., EMBO J 2 1 :4663-4670

2002). Recent work has also examined the selection of the miRNA strand from the



dsRNA product arising from processing of the hairpin by DICER (Schwartz et al.,

2003, Cell 115:1 99-208). It appears that the stability (i.e. G:C vs. A:U content,

and/or mismatches) of the two ends of the processed dsRNA affects the strand

selection, with the low stability end being easier to unwind by a helicase activity.

The 5' end strand at the low stability end is incorporated into the RISC complex,

while the other strand is degraded.

"pri-miRNAs" or "primary miRNAs" are long, polyadenylated RNAs

transcribed by RNA polymerase Il that encode miRNAs. "pre-miRNAs" are primary

miRNAs that have been processed to form a shorter sequence that has the capacity

to form a stable hairpin and is further processed to release a miRNA. In plants both

processing steps are carried out by dicerlike and it is therefore difficult to functionally

differentiate between "pri-miRNAs" and "pre-miRNAs". Therefore, a precursor

miRNA, or a primary miRNA, is functionally defined herein as a nucleotide sequence

that is capable of producing a miRNA. Given this functional definition, and as will be

clear from the Examples and discussion herein, a precursor miRNA, primary

miRNA and/or a miRNA of the invention can be represented as a ribonucleic acid or,

alternatively, in a deoxyribonucleic acid form that "corresponds substantially" to the

precursor miRNA, primary miRNA and/or miRNA. It is understood that the DNA in

its double-stranded form will comprise a strand capable of being transcribed into the

miRNA precursor described. Expression constructs, recombinant DNA constructs,

and transgenic organisms incorporating the miRNA encoding DNA that results in the

expression of the described miRNA precursors are described.

A "variable nucleotide subsequence" refers to a portion of a nucleotide

sequence that replaces a portion of a pre-miRNA sequence provided that this

subsequence is different from the sequence that is being replaced, i.e, it cannot be

the same sequence.

A "target gene" refers to a gene that encodes a target RNA, ie., a gene from

which a target RNA is transcribed. The gene may encode mRNA, tRNA, small

RNA, etc.

A "target sequence" refers to an RNA whose expression is to be modulated,

.e.g., down-regulated. The target sequence may be a portion of an open reading

frame, 5' or3' untranslated region, exon(s), intron(s), flanking region, etc.



A "star sequence" is the complementary sequence within a miRNA precursor

that forms a duplex with the miRNA. The complementarity of the star sequence

does not need to be perfect. Non-helix disrupting substitutions (i.e. G:T base pairs

etc.) are sometimes found, as well as 1-3 mismatches.

The term "genome" refers to the following: ( 1 ) the entire complement of

genetic material (genes and non-coding sequences) present in each cell of an

organism, or virus or organelle; (2) a complete set of chromosomes inherited as a

(haploid) unit from one parent.

"Progeny" comprises any subsequent generation of a plant. Progeny will

inherit, and stably segregate, genes and transgenes from its parent plant(s).

Units, prefixes, and symbols may be denoted in their S I accepted form.

Unless otherwise indicated, nucleic acids are written left to right in 5' to 3'

orientation; amino acid sequences are written left to right in amino to carboxyl

orientation, respectively. Numeric ranges recited within the specification are

inclusive of the numbers defining the range and include each integer within the

defined range. Amino acids may be referred to herein by either commonly known

three letter symbols or by the one-letter symbols recommended by the IUPAC-IUB

Biochemical Nomenclature Commission. Nucleotides, likewise, may be referred to

by their commonly accepted single-letter codes. Unless otherwise provided for,

software, electrical, and electronics terms as used herein are as defined in The New

IEEE Standard Dictionary of Electrical and Electronics Terms (5th edition, 1993).

The terms defined below are more fully defined by reference to the specification as

a whole.

The terms "recombinant construct", "expression construct", "chimeric

construct", "construct", and "recombinant DNA construct" are used interchangeably

herein. A recombinant construct comprises an artificial combination of nucleic acid

fragments, e.g., regulatory and coding sequences that are not found together in

nature. For example, a chimeric construct may comprise regulatory sequences and

coding sequences that are derived from different sources, or regulatory sequences

and coding sequences derived from the same source, but arranged in a manner

different than that found in nature. Such a construct may be used by itself or may

be used in conjunction with a vector. If a vector is used, then the choice of vector is

dependent upon the method that will be used to transform host cells as is well



known to those skilled in the art. For example, a plasmid vector can be used. The

skilled artisan is well aware of the genetic elements that must be present on the

vector in order to successfully transform, select and propagate host cells comprising

any of the isolated nucleic acid fragments of the invention. The skilled artisan will

also recognize that different independent transformation events will result in different

levels and patterns of expression (Jones et al., EMBO J. 4:241 1-241 8 ( 1985);

De Almeida et al., MoI. Gen. Genetics 2 18:78-86 ( 1989)), and thus that multiple

events must be screened in order to obtain lines displaying the desired expression

level and pattern. Such screening may be accomplished by Southern analysis of

DNA, Northern analysis of mRNA expression, immunoblotting analysis of protein

expression, or phenotypic analysis, among others.

This construct may comprise any combination of deoxyhbonucleotides,

ribonucleotides, and/or modified nucleotides. The construct may be transcribed to

form an RNA, wherein the RNA may be capable of forming a double-stranded RNA

and/or hairpin structure. This construct may be expressed in the cell, or isolated or

synthetically produced. The construct may further comprise a promoter, or other

sequences which facilitate manipulation or expression of the construct.

As used here "suppression" or "silencing" or "inhibition" are used

interchangeably to denote the down-regulation of the expression of a product of a

target sequence relative to its normal expression level in a wild type organism.

Suppression includes expression that is decreased by about 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%,

30%, 35%, 40%, 45%, 50%, 55%, 60%, 65%, 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, or

100% relative to the wild type expression level.

As used herein, "encodes" or "encoding" refers to a DNA sequence which

can be processed to generate an RNA and/or polypeptide.

As used herein, "expression" or "expressing" refers to production of a

functional product, such as, the generation of an RNA transcript from an introduced

construct, an endogenous DNA sequence, or a stably incorporated heterologous

DNA sequence. The term may also refer to a polypeptide produced from an mRNA

generated from any of the above DNA precursors. Thus, expression of a nucleic

acid fragment may refer to transcription of the nucleic acid fragment (e.g.,

transcription resulting in mRNA or other functional RNA) and/or translation of RNA

into a precursor or mature protein (polypeptide).



As used herein, "heterologous" with respect to a sequence means a

sequence that originates from a foreign species, or, if from the same species, is

substantially modified from its native form in composition and/or genomic locus by

deliberate human intervention. For example, with respect to a nucleic acid, it can

be a nucleic acid that originates from a foreign species, or is synthetically designed,

or, if from the same species, is substantially modified from its native form in

composition and/or genomic locus by deliberate human intervention. A

heterologous protein may originate from a foreign species or, if from the same

species, is substantially modified from its original form by deliberate human

intervention.

The term "host cell" refers to a cell which contains or into which is introduced

a nucleic acid construct and supports the replication and/or expression of the

construct. Host cells may be prokaryotic cells such as E. coli, or eukaryotic cells

such as fungi, yeast, insect, amphibian, nematode, or mammalian cells.

Alternatively, the host cells are monocotyledonous or dicotyledonous plant cells. An

example of a monocotyledonous host cell is a maize host cell.

"Plant" includes reference to whole plants, plant organs, plant tissues, seeds

and plant cells and progeny of same. Plant cells include, without limitation, cells

from seeds, suspension cultures, embryos, mehstematic regions, callus tissue,

leaves, roots, shoots, gametophytes, sporophytes, pollen, and microspores.

The term "plant parts" includes differentiated and undifferentiated tissues

including, but not limited to the following: roots, stems, shoots, leaves, pollen,

seeds, tumor tissue and various forms of cells and culture (e.g., single cells,

protoplasts, embryos and callus tissue). The plant tissue may be in plant or in a

plant organ, tissue or cell culture.

The term "plant organ" refers to plant tissue or group of tissues that constitute

a morphologically and functionally distinct part of a plant.

The term "introduced" means providing a nucleic acid (e.g., expression

construct) or protein into a cell. Introduced includes reference to the incorporation

of a nucleic acid into a eukaryotic or prokaryotic cell where the nucleic acid may be

incorporated into the genome of the cell, and includes reference to the transient

provision of a nucleic acid or protein to the cell. Introduced includes reference to

stable or transient transformation methods, as well as sexually crossing. Thus,



"introduced" in the context of inserting a nucleic acid fragment (e.g., a recombinant

DNA construct/expression construct) into ac ell, means "transfection" or

"transformation" or "transduction" and includes reference to the incorporation of a

nucleic acid fragment into a eukaryotic or prokaryotic cell where the nucleic acid

fragment may be incorporated into the genome of the cell (e.g., chromosome,

plasmid, plastid or mitochondrial DNA), converted into an autonomous replicon, or

transiently expressed (e.g., transfected mRNA).

The term "genome" as it applies to a plant cells encompasses not only

chromosomal DNA found within the nucleus, but organelle DNA found within

subcellular components (e.g., mitochondrial, plastid) of the cell.

The term "isolated" refers to material, such as a nucleic acid or a protein,

which is: ( 1 ) substantially or essentially free from components which normally

accompany or interact with the material as found in its naturally occurring

environment or (2) if the material is in its natural environment, the material has been

altered by deliberate human intervention to a composition and/or placed at a locus

in the cell other than the locus native to the material.

As used herein, "domain" or "functional domain" refer to nucleic acid

sequence(s) that are capable of eliciting a biological response in plants. The present

invention concerns miRNAs composed of at least 2 1 nucleotide sequences acting

either individually, or in concert with other miRNA sequences, therefore a domain

could refer to either individual miRNAs or groups of miRNAs. Also, miRNA

sequences associated with their backbone sequences could be considered domains

useful for processing the miRNA into its active form. As used herein, "subdomains"

or "functional subdomains" refer to subsequences of domains that are capable of

eliciting a biological response in plants. A miRNA could be considered a subdomain

of a backbone sequence. "Contiguous" sequences or domains refer to sequences

that are sequentially linked without added nucleotides intervening between the

domains. An example of a contiguous domain string is found in SEQ ID NO:7957

which represents SEQ ID NOs: 1-2652 as a continuous string that can be thought of

as 2652 miRNA sequences linked together in a sequential concatenation.

RNA interference refers to the process of sequence-specific post-

transchptional gene silencing in animals mediated by short interfering RNAs

(siRNAs) (Fire et al., Nature 391 :806 1998). The corresponding process in plants is



commonly referred to as post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS) or RNA

silencing and is also referred to as quelling in fungi. The process of post-

transcriptional gene silencing is thought to be an evolutionarily-conserved cellular

defense mechanism used to prevent the expression of foreign genes and is

commonly shared by diverse flora and phyla (Fire et al., Trends Genet. 15:358

1999). Such protection from foreign gene expression may have evolved in

response to the production of double-stranded RNAs (dsRNAs) derived from viral

infection or from the random integration of transposon elements into a host genome

via a cellular response that specifically destroys homologous single-stranded RNA

of viral genomic RNA. The presence of dsRNA in cells triggers the RNAi response

through a mechanism that has yet to be fully characterized.

The presence of long dsRNAs in cells stimulates the activity of a

hbonuclease III enzyme referred to as "dicer". Dicer is involved in the processing of

the dsRNA into short pieces of dsRNA known as short interfering RNAs (siRNAs)

(Berstein et al., Nature 409:363 2001 ) and/or pre miRNAs into miRNAs. Short

interfering RNAs derived from dicer activity are typically about 2 1 to about 23

nucleotides in length and comprise about 19 base pair duplexes (Elbashir et al.,

Genes Dev. 15:1 88 2001 ) . Dicer has also been implicated in the excision of 2 1- and

22-nucleotide small temporal RNAs (stRNAs) from precursor RNA of conserved

structure that are implicated in translational control (Hutvagner et al., 2001 , Science

293:834). The RNAi response also features an endonuclease complex, commonly

referred to as an RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC), which mediates cleavage

of single-stranded RNA having sequence complementarity to the antisense strand of

the siRNA duplex. Cleavage of the target RNA takes place in the middle of the

region complementary to the antisense strand of the siRNA duplex (Elbashir et al.,

Genes Dev. 15:1 88 2001 ) . In addition, RNA interference can also involve small

RNA {e.g., microRNA, or miRNA) mediated gene silencing, presumably through

cellular mechanisms that regulate chromatin structure and thereby prevent

transcription of target gene sequences (see, e.g., Allshire, Science 297:1 818-1 8 19

2002; Volpe et al., Science 297:1833-1 837 2002; Jenuwein, Science 297:221 5-221 8

2002; and Hall et al., Science 297:2232-2237 2002). As such, miRNA molecules of

the invention can be used to mediate gene silencing via interaction with RNA

transcripts or alternately by interaction with particular gene sequences, wherein



such interaction results in gene silencing either at the transcriptional or post-

transcriptional level.

RNAi has been studied in a variety of systems. Fire et al. (Nature 391 :806

1998) were the first to observe RNAi in C. elegans. Wianny and Goetz (Nature Cell

Biol. 2:70 1999) describe RNAi mediated by dsRNA in mouse embryos. Hammond

et al. (Nature 404:293 2000) describe RNAi in Drosophila cells transfected with

dsRNA. Elbashir et al., (Nature 4 11:494 2001 ) describe RNAi induced by

introduction of duplexes of synthetic 2 1-nucleotide RNAs in cultured mammalian

cells including human embryonic kidney and HeLa cells.

Small RNAs play an important role in controlling gene expression. Regulation

of many developmental processes, including flowering, is controlled by small RNAs.

It is now possible to engineer changes in gene expression of plant genes by using

transgenic constructs which produce small RNAs in the plant.

Small RNAs appear to function by base-pairing to complementary RNA or

DNA target sequences. When bound to RNA, small RNAs trigger either RNA

cleavage or translational inhibition of the target sequence. When bound to DNA

target sequences, it is thought that small RNAs can mediate DNA methylation of the

target sequence. The consequence of these events, regardless of the specific

mechanism, is that gene expression is inhibited.

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are noncoding RNAs of about 19 to about 24

nucleotides (nt) in length that have been identified in both animals and plants

(Lagos-Quintana et al., Science 294:853-858 2001 , Lagos-Quintana et al., Curr.

Biol. 12:735-739 2002; Lau et al., Science 294:858-862 2001 ; Lee and Ambros,

Science 294:862-864 2001 ; Llave et al., Plant Cell 14:1 605-1 619 2002; Mourelatos

et al., Genes. Dev. 16:720-728 2002; Park et al., Curr. Biol. 12:1484-1495 2002;

Reinhart et al., Genes. Dev. 16:1 616-1 626 2002). They are processed from longer

precursor transcripts that range in size from approximately 70 to 200 nt, and these

precursor transcripts have the ability to form stable hairpin structures. In animals,

the enzyme involved in processing miRNA precursors is called Dicer, an RNAse Ill-

like protein (Grishok et al., Cell 106:23-34 2001 ; Hutvagner et al., Science 293:834-

838 2001 ; Ketting et al., Genes. Dev. 15:2654-2659 2001 ) . Plants also have a

Dicer-like enzyme, DCL1 (previously named CARPEL FACTORY/SHORT

INTEGUMENTS1/ SUSPENSOR1 ) , and recent evidence indicates that it, like Dicer,



is involved in processing the hairpin precursors to generate mature miRNAs (Park et

al., Curr. Biol. 12:1484-1495 2002; Reinhart et al., Genes. Dev. 16:161 6-1626

2002). Furthermore, it is becoming clear from recent work that at least some

miRNA hairpin precursors originate as longer polyadenylated transcripts, and

several different miRNAs and associated hairpins can be present in a single

transcript (Lagos-Quintana et al., Science 294:853-858 2001 ; Lee et al., EMBO J

2 1 :4663-4670 2002). Recent work has also examined the selection of the miRNA

strand from the dsRNA product arising from processing of the hairpin by DICER

(Schwartz et al., 2003, Cell 115:199-208). It appears that the stability (i.e. G:C vs.

A:U content, and/or mismatches) of the two ends of the processed dsRNA affects

the strand selection, with the low stability end being easier to unwind by a helicase

activity. The 5' end strand at the low stability end is incorporated into the RISC

complex, while the other strand is degraded.

In animals, there is direct evidence indicating a role for specific miRNAs in

development. The lin-4 and let-7 miRNAs in C. elegans have been found to control

temporal development, based on the phenotypes generated when the genes

producing the lin-4 and let-7 miRNAs are mutated (Lee et al., Ce// 75:843-854 1993;

Reinhart et al., Nature 403-901 -906 2000). In addition, both miRNAs display a

temporal expression pattern consistent with their roles in developmental timing.

Other animal miRNAs display developmentally regulated patterns of expression,

both temporal and tissue-specific (Lagos-Quintana et al., Science 294:853-853

2001 , Lagos-Quintana et al., Curr. Biol. 12:735-739 2002; Lau et al., Science

294:858-862 2001 ; Lee and Ambros, Science 294:862-864 2001 ) , leading to the

hypothesis that miRNAs may, in many cases, be involved in the regulation of

important developmental processes. Likewise, in plants, the differential expression

patterns of many miRNAs suggests a role in development (Llave et al., Plant Cell

14:1 605-1 619 2002; Park et al., Curr. Biol. 12:1484-1495 2002; Reinhart et al.,

Genes. Dev. 16:1 616-1 626 2002). However, a developmental role for miRNAs has

not been directly proven in plants, because to date there has been no report of a

developmental phenotype associated with a specific plant miRNA.

MicroRNAs appear to regulate target genes by binding to complementary

sequences located in the transcripts produced by these genes. In the case of lin-4

and let-7, the target sites are located in the 3' UTRs of the target mRNAs (Lee et al.,



Ce// 75:843-854 1993; Wightman et al., Ce// 75:855-862 1993; Reinhart et al.,

Nature 403:901-906 2000; Slack et al., MoI. Cell 5:659-669 2000), and there are

several mismatches between the lin-4 and let-7 miRNAs and their target sites.

Binding of the lin-4 or let-7 miRNA appears to cause downregulation of steady-state

levels of the protein encoded by the target mRNA without affecting the transcript

itself (Olsen and Ambros, Dev. Biol. 2 16:671-680 1999). On the other hand, recent

evidence suggests that miRNAs can, in some cases, cause specific RNA cleavage

of the target transcript within the target site (Hutvagner and Zamore, Science

297:2056-2060 2002; Llave et al., Plant Cell 14:1 605-161 9 2002). It seems likely

that miRNAs can enter at least two pathways of target gene regulation: Protein

downregulation and RNA cleavage. MicroRNAs entering the RNA cleavage

pathway incorporated into an RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) that is similar

or identical to that seen for RNAi.

The present invention concerns an isolated nucleic acid fragment comprising

a precursor miRNA said precursor miRNA corresponding substantially to the

deoxyribonucleotide sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:1 3 (i) wherein nucleotides

513 to 533 of SEQ ID NO:1 3 are replaced by a first variable nucleotide

subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to about 30 nucleotides depending upon

the target sequence whose expression is to be reduced and (ii) further wherein

nucleotides 384 to 407 of SEQ ID NO:1 3 are replaced by a second variable

nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to about 30 nucleotides, said

second variable nucleotide subsequence being capable of hybridizing to the first

variable subsequence of the precursor miRNA.

This isolated nucleic acid fragment comprising a precursor miRNA may be

also be referred to as a "miRNA backbone". It is well known by those skilled in the

art that it is difficult to differentiate if a transcript is a full-length pri-miRNA or a pre-

miRNA. Therefore, a precursor miRNA is functionally defined as a nucleotide

sequence that is capable of producing a miRNA.

Other isolated nucleic fragments of interest include the following;

a) transcribed froman isolated nucleic acid fragment comprising a precursor

miRNA said precursor miRNA corresponding substantially to the

deoxyribonucleotide sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:14 (i) wherein nucleotides

275 to 295 SEQ ID NO:14 are replaced by a first variable nucleotide subsequence



ranging in size from about 19 to about 30 nucleotides depending upon the target

sequence whose expression is to be reduced and (ii) further wherein nucleotides

12 1 to 141 of SEQ ID NO:14 are replaced by a second variable nucleotide

subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to about 30 nucleotides, said second

variable nucleotide subsequence being capable of hybridizing to the first variable

subsequence of the precursor miRNA;

b) an isolated nucleic acid fragment comprising a precursor miRNA said

precursor miRNA corresponding substantially to the deoxyribonucleotide sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO:1 5 (i) wherein nucleotides 262 to 282 of SEQ ID NO:1 5 are

replaced by a first variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to

about 30 nucleotides depending upon the target sequence whose expression is to

be reduced and (ii) further wherein nucleotides 155 to 175 of SEQ ID NO:1 5 are

replaced by a second variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about

19 to about 30 nucleotides, said second variable nucleotide subsequence being

capable of hybridizing to the first variable subsequence of the precursor miRNA;

c) an isolated nucleic acid fragment comprising a precursor miRNA said

precursor miRNA corresponding substantially to the deoxyribonucleotide sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO:1 6 (i) wherein nucleotides 249 to 269 of SEQ ID NO:1 6 are

replaced by a first variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to

about 30 nucleotides depending upon the target sequence whose expression is to

be reduced and (ii) further wherein nucleotides 3 16 to 336 of SEQ ID NO:1 6 are

replaced by a second variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about

19 to about 30 nucleotides, said second variable nucleotide subsequence being

capable of hybridizing to the first variable subsequence of the precursor miRNA;

d) an isolated nucleic acid fragment comprising a precursor miRNA said

precursor miRNA corresponding substantially to the deoxyribonucleotide sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO:1 7 (i) wherein nucleotides 196 to 2 16 of SEQ ID NO:1 7 are

replaced by a first variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to

about 30 nucleotides depending upon the target sequence whose expression is to

be reduced and (ii) further wherein nucleotides 262 to 282 of SEQ ID NO:1 7 are

replaced by a second variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about

19 to about 30 nucleotides, said second variable nucleotide subsequence being

capable of hybridizing to the first variable subsequence of the precursor miRNA; and



e) an isolated nucleic acid fragment comprising a precursor miRNA said

precursor miRNA corresponding substantially to the deoxyribonucleotide sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO:1 8 (i) wherein nucleotides 127 to 147 of SEQ ID NO:1 8 are

replaced by a first variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to

about 30 nucleotides depending upon the target sequence whose expression is to

be reduced and (ii) further wherein nucleotides 53 to 73 of SEQ ID NO:1 8 are

replaced by a second variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about

19 to about 30 nucleotides, said second variable nucleotide subsequence being

capable of hybridizing to the first variable subsequence of the precursor miRNA.

Any of these isolated nucleic acid fragments can the be used to make a

recombinant construct comprising these isolated nucleic acid fragments operably

linked to at least one regulatory sequence. These constructs can be transformed

into plant cells so that the transformed plant cell comprises the recombinant

construct in its genome. Preferably, the plant cell can be a dicot plant cell.

Examples of dicot plant cells include, but are not limited to, soybean, rapeseed,

sunflower, flax, cotton, alfalfa, barley, bean, pea, tobacco, and Arabidopsis.

The most preferred dicot plant cell is soybean.

In another aspect, this invention concerns a method for reducing expression

of a target sequence in a plant cell, said method comprising:

(a) transforming at least one plant cell with a nucleic acid construct

comprising a comprising any of the isolated nucleic acid fragments described

herein; and

(b) selecting those transformed plant cell(s) whose level of expression of the

target sequence is reduced when compared to the level of expression of the target

sequence in a wild type plant cell.

Bioinformatic approaches have been successfully used to predict targets for

plant miRNAs (Llave et al., Plant Cell 14:1 605-161 9 2002; Park et al., Curr. Biol.

12:1484-1495 2002; Rhoades et al., Ce// 110:51 3-520 2002), and thus it appears

that plant miRNAs have higher overall complementarity with their putative targets

than do animal miRNAs. Most of these predicted target transcripts of plant miRNAs

encode members of transcription factor families implicated in plant developmental

patterning or cell differentiation.



General categories of sequences of interest include, for example, those

genes involved in regulation or information, such as zinc fingers, transcription

factors, homeotic genes, or cell cycle and cell death modulators, those involved in

communication, such as kinases, and those involved in housekeeping, such as heat

shock proteins.

Target sequences may include coding regions and non-coding regions such

as promoters, enhancers, terminators, introns and the like.

The target sequence may be an endogenous sequence, or may be an

introduced heterologous sequence, or transgene. For example, the methods may

be used to alter the regulation or expression of a transgene, or to remove a

transgene or other introduced sequence such as an introduced site-specific

recombination site. The target sequence may also be a sequence from a pathogen,

for example, the target sequence may be from a plant pathogen such as a virus, a

mold or fungus, an insect, or a nematode. A miRNA could be expressed in a plant

which, upon infection or infestation, would target the pathogen and confer some

degree of resistance to the plant.

In plants, other categories of target sequences include genes affecting

agronomic traits, insect resistance, disease resistance, herbicide resistance,

sterility, grain characteristics, and commercial products. Genes of interest also

included those involved in oil, starch, carbohydrate, or nutrient metabolism as well

as those affecting, for example, kernel size, sucrose loading, and the like. The

quality of grain is reflected in traits such as levels and types of oils, saturated and

unsaturated, quality and quantity of essential amino acids, and levels of cellulose.

For example, genes of the phytic acid biosynthetic pathway could be suppressed to

generate a high available phosphorous phenotype. See, for example, phytic acid

biosynthetic enzymes including inositol polyphosphate kinase-2 polynucleotides,

disclosed in WO 02/059324, inositol 1,3,4-trisphosphate 5/6-kinase polynucleotides,

disclosed in WO 03/027243, and myo-inositol 1-phosphate synthase and other

phytate biosynthetic polynucleotides, disclosed in WO 99/05298, all of which are

herein incorporated by reference. Genes in the lignification pathway could be

suppressed to enhance digestibility or energy availability. Genes affecting cell cycle

or cell death could be suppressed to affect growth or stress response. Genes

affecting DNA repair and/or recombination could be suppressed to increase genetic



variability. Genes affecting flowering time could be suppressed, as well as genes

affecting fertility. Any target sequence could be suppressed in order to evaluate or

confirm its role in a particular trait or phenotype, or to dissect a molecular,

regulatory, biochemical, or proteomic pathway or network.

A number of promoters can be used. These promoters can be selected

based on the desired outcome. It is recognized that different applications will be

enhanced by the use of different promoters in plant expression cassettes to

modulate the timing, location and/or level of expression of the miRNA. Such plant

expression cassettes may also contain, if desired, a promoter regulatory region

(e.g., one conferring inducible, constitutive, environmentally- or developmentally-

regulated, or cell- or tissue-specific/selective expression), a transcription initiation

start site, a ribosome binding site, an RNA processing signal, a transcription

termination site, and/or a polyadenylation signal.

Constitutive, tissue-preferred or inducible promoters can be employed.

Examples of constitutive promoters include the cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV) 35S

transcription initiation region, the 1'- or 2'- promoter derived from T-DNA of

Agrobacteήum tumefaciens, the ubiquitin 1 promoter, the Smas promoter, the

cinnamyl alcohol dehydrogenase promoter (U.S. Patent No. 5,683,439), the Nos

promoter, the pEmu promoter, the rubisco promoter, the GRP1 -8 promoter and

other transcription initiation regions from various plant genes known to those of skill.

If low level expression is desired, weak promoter(s) may be used. Weak

constitutive promoters include, for example, the core promoter of the Rsyn7

promoter (WO 99/43838 and U.S. Patent No. 6,072,050), the core 35S CaMV

promoter, and the like. Other constitutive promoters include, for example, U.S.

Patent Nos. 5,608,149; 5,608,144; 5,604,121 ; 5,569,597; 5,466,785; 5,399,680;

5,268,463; and 5,608,142. See also, U.S. Patent No. 6,1 77,61 1, herein

incorporated by reference.

Examples of inducible promoters are the Adh1 promoter which is inducible by

hypoxia or cold stress, the Hsp70 promoter which is inducible by heat stress, the

PPDK promoter and the pepcarboxylase promoter which are both inducible by light.

Also useful are promoters which are chemically inducible, such as the ln2-2

promoter which is safener induced (U.S. patent 5,364,780), the ERE promoter which



is estrogen induced, and the Axigi promoter which is auxin induced and tapetum

specific but also active in callus (PCT US01/221 69).

Examples of promoters under developmental control include promoters that

initiate transcription preferentially in certain tissues, such as leaves, roots, fruit,

seeds, or flowers. An exemplary promoter is the anther specific promoter 5 126

(U.S. Patent Nos. 5,689,049 and 5,689,051 ) . Examples of seed-preferred

promoters include, but are not limited to, 27 kD gamma zein promoter and waxy

promoter, Boronat, A . et al. ( 1986) Plant Sci. 47:95-1 02; Reina, M . et al. Nucl. Acids

Res. 18(21 ):6426; and Kloesgen, R.B. et al. ( 1986) MoI. Gen. Genet. 203:237-244.

Promoters that express in the embryo, pericarp, and endosperm are disclosed in US

patent 6,225,529 and PCT publication WO 00/12733. The disclosures each of

these are incorporated herein by reference in their entirety.

In some embodiments it will be beneficial to express the gene from an

inducible promoter, particularly from a pathogen-inducible promoter. Such

promoters include those from pathogenesis-related proteins (PR proteins), which

are induced following infection by a pathogen; e.g., PR proteins, SAR proteins, beta-

1,3-glucanase, chitinase, etc. See, for example, Redolfi et al. ( 1983) Neth. J. Plant

Pathol. 89:245-254; Uknes et al. ( 1992) Plant Ce// 4:645-656; and Van Loon ( 1985)

Plant MoI. Virol. 4:1 11- 1 16 . See also WO 99/4381 9, herein incorporated by

reference.

Of interest are promoters that are expressed locally at or near the site of

pathogen infection. See, for example, Mahneau et al. (1987) Plant MoI. Biol. 9:335-

342; Matton et al. ( 1989) Molecular Plant-Microbe Interactions 2:325-331 ; Somsisch

et al. ( 1986) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 83:2427-2430; Somsisch et al. ( 1988) MoI.

Gen. Genet. 2:93-98; and Yang (1996) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 93:14972-14977.

See also, Chen et al. (1996) Plant J. 10:955-966; Zhang et al. ( 1994) Proc. Natl.

Acad. Sci. USA 9 1 :2507-251 1; Warner et al. (1993) Plant J. 3:191 -201 ; Siebertz et

al. ( 1989) Plant Ce// 1:961 -968; U.S. Patent No. 5,750,386 (nematode-inducible);

and the references cited therein. Of particular interest is the inducible promoter for

the maize PRms gene, whose expression is induced by the pathogen Fusarium

moniliforme (see, for example, Cordero et al. ( 1992) Physiol. MoI. Plant Path.

4 1 : 1 89-200).



Additionally, as pathogens find entry into plants through wounds or insect

damage, a wound-inducible promoter may be used in the constructions of the

polynucleotides. Such wound-inducible promoters include potato proteinase

inhibitor (pin II) gene (Ryan (1990) Ann. Rev. Phytopath. 28:425-449; Duan et al.

( 1996) Nature Biotech. 14:494-498); wun1 and wun2, U.S. Patent No. 5,428,148;

win1 and win2 (Stanford et al. ( 1989) MoI. Gen. Genet. 215:200-208); systemin

(McGurl et al. ( 1992) Science 225:1 570-1 573); WIP1 (Rohmeier et al. ( 1993) Plant

MoI. Biol. 22:783-792; Eckelkamp et al. ( 1993) FEBS Lett. 323:73-76); MPI gene

(Corderok et al. ( 1994) Plant J. 6(2):141 - 150); and the like, herein incorporated by

reference.

Chemical-regulated promoters can be used to modulate the expression of a

gene in a plant through the application of an exogenous chemical regulator.

Depending upon the objective, the promoter may be a chemical-inducible promoter,

where application of the chemical induces gene expression, or a chemical-

repressible promoter, where application of the chemical represses gene expression.

Chemical-inducible promoters are known in the art and include, but are not limited

to, the maize ln2-2 promoter, which is activated by benzenesulfonamide herbicide

safeners, the maize GST promoter, which is activated by hydrophobic electrophilic

compounds that are used as pre-emergent herbicides, and the tobacco PR-I a

promoter, which is activated by salicylic acid. Other chemical-regulated promoters

of interest include steroid-responsive promoters (see, for example, the

glucocorticoid-inducible promoter in Schena et al. ( 1991 ) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA

88:1 0421 -10425 and McNeINs et al. ( 1998) Plant J. 14(2):247-257) and tetracycline-

inducible and tetracycline-repressible promoters (see, for example, Gatz et al.

( 1991 ) MoI. Gen. Genet. 227:229-237, and U.S. Patent Nos. 5,814,61 8 and

5,789,156), herein incorporated by reference.

Tissue-preferred promoters can be utilized to target enhanced expression of

a sequence of interest within a particular plant tissue. Tissue-preferred promoters

include Yamamoto et al. (1997) Plant J. 12(2):255-265; Kawamata et al. ( 1997)

Plant Cell Physiol. 38(7):792-803; Hansen et al. ( 1997) MoI. Gen Genet. 254(3):337-

343; Russell et al. ( 1997) Transgenic Res. 6(2):1 57-1 68; Rinehart et al. (1996) Plant

Physiol. 112(3):1 331 - 1341 ; Van Camp et al. ( 1996) Plant Physiol. 112(2):525-535;

Canevascini et al. ( 1996) Plant Physiol. 112(2):51 3-524; Yamamoto et al. ( 1994)



Plant Cell Physiol. 35(5):773-778; Lam ( 1994) Results Probl. Cell Differ. 20:1 8 1-

196; Orozco et al. ( 1993) Plant MoI Biol. 23(6): 1129-1 138; Matsuoka et al. (1993)

Proc Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 90(20):9586-9590; and Guevara-Garcia et al. ( 1993)

Plant J. 4(3):495-505. Such promoters can be modified, if necessary, for weak

expression.

Leaf-preferred promoters are known in the art. See, for example, Yamamoto

et al. ( 1997) Plant J. 12(2):255-265; Kwon et al. (1994) Plant Physiol. 105:357-67;

Yamamoto et al. ( 1994) Plant Cell Physiol. 35(5):773-778; Gotor et al. ( 1993) Plant

J. 3:509-1 8; Orozco et al. ( 1993) Plant MoI. Biol. 23(6): 1129-1 138; and Matsuoka et

al. ( 1993) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 90(20):9586-9590. In addition, the promoters

of cab and rubisco can also be used. See, for example, Simpson et al. (1958)

EMBO J 4:2723-2729 and Timko et al. ( 1988) Nature 318:57-58.

Root-preferred promoters are known and can be selected from the many available

from the literature or isolated de novo from various compatible species. See, for

example, Hire et al. ( 1992) Plant MoI. Biol. 20(2):207-21 8 (soybean root-specific

glutamine synthetase gene); Keller and Baumgartner ( 1991 ) Plant Cell 3(1 0): 1051-

1061 (root-specific control element in the GRP 1.8 gene of French bean); Sanger et

al. ( 1990) Plant MoI. Biol. 14(3):433-443 (root-specific promoter of the mannopine

synthase (MAS) gene of Agrobacterium tumefaciens); and Miao et al. ( 1991 ) Plant

Cell 3(1 ):1 1-22 (full-length cDNA clone encoding cytosolic glutamine synthetase

(GS), which is expressed in roots and root nodules of soybean). See also Bogusz

et al. ( 1990) Plant Cell 2(7):633-641 , where two root-specific promoters isolated

from hemoglobin genes from the nitrogen-fixing nonlegume Parasponia andersonii

and the related non-nitrogen-fixing nonlegume Trema tomentosa are described.

The promoters of these genes were linked to a β-glucuronidase reporter gene and

introduced into both the nonlegume Nicotiana tabacum and the legume Lotus

corniculatus, and in both instances root-specific promoter activity was preserved.

Leach and Aoyagi ( 1991 ) describe their analysis of the promoters of the highly

expressed rolC and rolD root-inducing genes of Agrobacterium rhizogenes (see

Plant Science (Limerick) 79(1 ):69-76). They concluded that enhancer and tissue-

preferred DNA determinants are dissociated in those promoters. Teeri et al. ( 1989)

used gene fusion to lacZ to show that the Agrobacterium T-DNA gene encoding

octopine synthase is especially active in the epidermis of the root tip and that the



TR2' gene is root specific in the intact plant and stimulated by wounding in leaf

tissue, an especially desirable combination of characteristics for use with an

insecticidal or larvicidal gene (see EMBO J. 8(2):343-350). The TRV gene, fused to

nptll (neomycin phosphotransferase II) showed similar characteristics. Additional

root-preferred promoters include the VfENOD-GRP3 gene promoter (Kuster et al.

( 1995) Plant MoI. Biol. 29(4):759-772); and rolB promoter (Capana et al. ( 1994)

Plant MoI. Biol. 25(4):681 -691 . See also U.S. Patent Nos. 5,837,876; 5,750,386;

5,633,363; 5,459,252; 5,401 ,836; 5,1 10,732; and 5,023,1 79. The phaseolin gene

(Murai et al. ( 1983) Science 23:476-482 and Sengopta-Gopalen et al. ( 1988) PNAS

82:3320-3324.

Transformation protocols as well as protocols for introducing nucleotide

sequences into plants may vary depending on the type of plant or plant cell, i.e.,

monocot or dicot, targeted for transformation. Suitable methods of introducing the

DNA construct include microinjection (Crossway et al. ( 1986) Biotechniques 4:320-

334; and U.S. Patent No. 6,300,543), sexual crossing, electroporation (Riggs et al.

( 1986) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 83:5602-5606), Agrobacterium-mediated

transformation (Townsend et al., U.S. Pat No. 5,563,055; and U.S. Patent No.

5,981 ,840), direct gene transfer (Paszkowski et al. ( 1984) EMBO J. 3:271 7-2722),

and ballistic particle acceleration (see, for example, Sanford et al., U.S. Patent No.

4,945,050; Tomes et al., U.S. Patent No. 5,879,91 8; Tomes et al., U.S. Patent No.

5,886,244; Bidney et al., U.S. Patent No. 5,932,782; Tomes et al. ( 1995) "Direct

DNA Transfer into Intact Plant Cells via Microprojectile Bombardment," in Plant Cell,

Tissue, and Organ Culture: Fundamental Methods, ed. Gamborg and Phillips

(Sphnger-Verlag, Berlin); and McCabe et al. ( 1988) Biotechnology 6:923-926). Also

see Weissinger et al. (1988) Ann. Rev. Genet. 22:421 -477; Sanford et al. ( 1987)

Particulate Science and Technology 5:27-37 (onion); Christou et al. ( 1988) Plant

Physio\. 87:671 -674 (soybean); Finer and McMullen ( 1991 ) In Vitro Cell Dev. Biol.

27P:175-182 (soybean); Singh et al. ( 1998) Theor. Appl. Genet. 96:31 9-324

(soybean); Datta et al. ( 1990) Biotechnology 8:736-740 (rice); Klein et al. ( 1988)

Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 85:4305-4309 (maize); Klein et al. ( 1988) Biotechnology

6:559-563 (maize); Tomes, U.S. Patent No. 5,240,855; Buising et al., U.S. Patent

Nos. 5,322,783 and 5,324,646; Klein et al. ( 1988) Plant Physiol. 9 1 :440-444

(maize); Fromm et al. (1990) Biotechnology 8:833-839 (maize); Hooykaas-Van



Slogteren et al. ( 1984) Nature (London) 3 11:763-764; Bowen et al., U.S. Patent No.

5,736,369 (cereals); Bytebier et al. ( 1987) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 84:5345-5349

(Liliaceae); De Wet et al. ( 1985) in The Experimental Manipulation of Ovule Tissues,

ed. Chapman et al. (Longman, New York), pp. 197-209 (pollen); Kaeppler et al.

( 1990) Plant Cell Reports 9:41 5-41 8 and Kaeppler et al. ( 1992) Theor. Appl. Genet.

84:560-566 (whisker-mediated transformation); D'Halluin et al. (1992) Plant Cell

4:1495-1 505 (electroporation); Li et al. ( 1993) Plant Cell Reports 12:250-255 and

Christou and Ford (1995) Annals of Botany 75:407-41 3 (rice); Osjoda et al. (1996)

Nature Biotechnology 14:745-750 (maize via Agrobacterium tumefaciens); and U.S.

Patent No. 5,736,369 (meristem transformation), all of which are herein incorporated

by reference.

The nucleotide constructs may be introduced into plants by contacting plants

with a virus or viral nucleic acids. Generally, such methods involve incorporating a

nucleotide construct of the invention within a viral DNA or RNA molecule. Further, it

is recognized that useful promoters encompass promoters utilized for transcription

by viral RNA polymerases. Methods for introducing nucleotide constructs into plants

and expressing a protein encoded therein, involving viral DNA or RNA molecules,

are known in the art. See, for example, U.S. Patent Nos. 5,889,1 9 1 , 5,889,1 90,

5,866,785, 5,589,367 and 5,31 6,931 ; herein incorporated by reference.

In some embodiments, transient expression may be desired. In those cases,

standard transient transformation techniques may be used. Such methods include,

but are not limited to viral transformation methods, and microinjection of DNA or

RNA, as well other methods well known in the art.

The cells from the plants that have stably incorporated the nucleotide

sequence may be grown into plants in accordance with conventional ways. See, for

example, McCormick et al. (1986) Plant Cell Reports 5:81 -84. These plants may

then be grown, and either pollinated with the same transformed strain or different

strains, and the resulting hybrid having constitutive expression of the desired

phenotypic characteristic imparted by the nucleotide sequence of interest and/or the

genetic markers contained within the target site or transfer cassette. Two or more

generations may be grown to ensure that expression of the desired phenotypic

characteristic is stably maintained and inherited and then seeds harvested to ensure

expression of the desired phenotypic characteristic has been achieved.



Lipoxygenases are dioxygenases that catalyze, as a primary reaction, the

hydroperoxidation, by molecular oxygen, of linoleic acid ( 18:2) and any other

polyunsaturated lipids that contain a cis, cis- 1,4-pentadiene moiety. Lipoxygenases

(also referred to as LOX) are membrane-associated ubiquitous enzymes that

catalyze the first step of a fatty acid metabolism pathway. Products of this pathway

are found as signal molecules, involved in growth and development regulation, in

senescence, and in response to pathogen invasion and wound stress (Rosahl

( 1996) Z . Naturforsch. (C) 5 1 :123 138). Lipoxygenases with different specificities,

subcellular location, and tissue-specific expression patterns have been identified in

several plants including rice, barley, soybean, tomato, cucumber and potato.

Soybean seeds contain high levels of lipoxygenase. Three seed-expressed

isozymes, designated lipoxygenases 1, 2 and 3 (also referred to as LOX1 , LOX2,

and LOX3), have been identified and well characterized enzymatically. The genes

encoding the three soybean seed isozymes have been cloned and sequenced.

However, no clear physiological role has yet been attributed to the soybean seed

lipoxygenases (Siedow ( 1991 ) Annu. Rev. Plant Physiol. Plant MoI. Biol. 42:145-

188).

EXAMPLES

EXAMPLE 1

Isolation of Genomic MicroRNA Precursor Genes

Sequences encoding portions of soybean microRNA precursors found in the

miRBase (miRBase: microRNA sequences, targets and gene nomenclature.

Griffiths-Jones S, Grocock RJ, van Dongen S, Bateman A, Enright AJ. NAR, 2006,

34, Database Issue, D140-D144; The microRNA Registry. Griffiths-Jones S. NAR,

2004, 32, Database Issue, D109-D1 11; Dezulian T, Palatnik JF, Huson DH, Weigel

D (2005) Conservation and divergence of microRNA families in plants) were used

as queries for BLAST analysis of the Pioneer Unisoy 3.0 collection of expressed

sequence tags. The following primers (purchased from MWG-BIOTECH Inc.) were

designed to amplify a selection of six of these sequences (see Table 1) .

Table 1: Primers For Amplification of Genomic MicroRNA Precursors



All primers with an "A" suffix (SEQ ID Nos: 1, 3, 5 , 7, 9, 11) included

nucleotides that encoded a Kpn I (GGTACC) and an Xho I (CTCGAG) site. All

primers with an "S" suffix (SEQ ID Nos: 2, 4, 6, 8 , 10, 12) included nucleotides that

encoded a Bam HI (GGATCC) and an Nco I (CCATGG) site.

Glycine max cv. Jack seeds were grown in a growth chamber and genomic

DNA was made from leaf tissue using the Qiagen DNeasy Plant Maxi Kit according

to the manufacture's instructions. DNA products were amplified using the genomic

DNA as template and primers pairs above with ExTaq polymerase (TaKaRa Bio

Inc.). The resulting DNA products were cloned into pCR2.1 (Invitrogen) and

completely sequenced. The characterized microRNA precursors are summarized in

Table 2 .

Table 2 : MicroRNA Precursor Sequences



EXAMPLE 2

Design of Artificial MicroRNA sequences

Artificial microRNAs (amiRNAs) that would have the ability to silence the

desired target genes were designed largely according to rules described in Schwab

R, et al. (2005) Dev Cell 8 : 5 17-27. To summarize, microRNA sequences are 2 1

nucleotides in length, start at their 5'-end with a "U", display 5' instability relative to

their star sequence which is achieved by including a C or G at position 19, and their

10th nucleotide is either an "A" or an "U". An additional requirement for artificial

microRNA design was that the amiRNA have a high free delta-G as calculated using

the ZipFold algorithm (Markham, N. R . & Zuker, M . (2005) Nucleic Acids Res. 33:

W577-W581 .) Optionally, a one base pair change was added within the 5' portion of

the amiRNA so that the sequence differed from the target sequence by one

nucleotide. The amiRNA that was used to silence the lipoxygenase was 5'-

ucaucagucauccauggagac-3' (SEQ ID NO:1 9). The amiRNA that was used to silence

fad2-1 was 5'- ugagggaaaaggguugaggaa-3' (the DNA sequence corresponding to

this amiRNA is represented by SEQ ID NO:20). The amiRNA that was used to

silence the fad2-2 was 5'- uccacauaaauacacucucuu-3' (the DNA sequence

corresponding to this amiRNA is represented by SEQ ID NO:21 ) .

EXAMPLE 3

Design of an artificial star sequences

"Star sequences" are those that base pair with the amiRNA sequences, in the

precursor RNA, to form imperfect stem structures. To form a perfect stem structure

the star sequence would be the exact reverse complement of the amiRNA. The

maize precursor sequence as described by Zhang et al. in Supplemental material

Table S 1 was folded using mfold (M. Zuker (2003) Nucleic Acids Res. 31.: 3406-1 5;

and D.H. Mathews, J . et al. (1999) J. MoI. Biol. 288: 9 11-940). The miRNA

sequence was then replaced with the amiRNA sequence and the endogenous star

sequence was replaced with the exact reverse complement of the amiRNA.

Changes in the artificial star sequence were introduced so that the structure of the

stem would remain the same as the endogenous structure. The altered sequence

was then folded with mfold and the original and altered structures were compared

by eye. If necessary, further alternations to the artificial star sequence were

introduced to maintain the original structure. The DNA sequences corresponding to



the artificial star sequences that were used to silence the desired target genes are

shown in Table 3 .

Table 3 : Artificial microRNA Star Sequences

EXAMPLE 4

Conversion of Genomic MicroRNA Precursors to Artificial MicroRNA Precursors

Genomic miRNA precursor genes can be converted to amiRNAs using

overlapping PCR and the resulting DNAs are completely sequenced. These DNAs

are then cloned downstream of an appropriate promoter in a vector capable of

soybean transformation.

Alternatively, amiRNAs can be synthesized commercially, for example by

Codon Devices, (Cambridge, MA). The synthesized DNA is then cloned

downstream of an appropriate promoter in a vector capable of soybean

transformation.

EXAMPLE 5

Conversion of Genomic MicroRNA Precursors to Artificial MicroRNA Precursors

Genomic miRNA precursor genes were converted to amiRNA precursors

using overlapping PCR as described in example 4 and the resulting DNAs were

completely sequenced. The following nine amiRNAs precursors were made:



SEQ IDs Nos:31 -38 were then individually cloned downstream of the beta-

conglycinin promoter in plasmid PHP27253 (also known as plasmid KS332,

described in US Patent Application No. 60/939,872, applicant's designation BB-

1623 US PRV) to form expression constructs PHP3401 8, PHP32803, PHP3401 9,

PHP31 104, PHP34044, PHP3251 1, PHP32421 , and PHP32510, respectively. A

second amiRNA precursor, 159-fad2-2 (SEQ ID No:39) was cloned 3' (downstream)

of 396b-fad2-1 b (SEQ ID 38; which was cloned into PHP27253 to form PHP3251 0)

in PHP3251 0 to form construct PHP32843. In a similar fashion, 159-fad2-2 was

cloned 3' (downstream) of 159-fad2-1 b (SEQ ID 36; PHP3251 1) to form construct

PHP32869.

EXAMPLE 6

Transformation of Soybean

Culture Conditions:

Soybean embryogenic suspension cultures (cv. Jack) are maintained in 35

mL liquid medium SB1 96 (infra) on a rotary shaker, 150 rpm, 26 C with cool white

fluorescent lights on 16:8 hr day/night photoperiod at light intensity of 60-85

µE/m2/s. Cultures are subcultured every 7 days to 2 weeks by inoculating

approximately 35 mg of tissue into 35 mL of fresh liquid SB1 96 (the preferred

subculture interval is every 7 days).



Soybean embryogenic suspension cultures are transformed with soybean

expression plasmids by the method of particle gun bombardment (Klein et al.,

Nature, 327:70 ( 1987)) using a DuPont Biolistic PDS1000/HE instrument (helium

retrofit) for all transformations.

Soybean Embryoqenic Suspension Culture Initiation :

Soybean cultures are initiated twice each month with 5-7 days between each

initiation. Pods with immature seeds from available soybean plants 45-55 days after

planting are picked, removed from their shells and placed into a sterilized magenta

box. The soybean seeds are sterilized by shaking them for 15 min in a 5% Clorox

solution with 1 drop of ivory soap (i.e., 95 ml_ of autoclaved distilled water plus 5 ml_

Clorox and 1 drop of soap, mixed well). Seeds are rinsed using 2 1-liter bottles of

sterile distilled water and those less than 4 mm are placed on individual microscope

slides. The small end of the seed is cut and the cotyledons pressed out of the seed

coat. Cotyledons are transferred to plates containing SB1 medium (25-30

cotyledons per plate). Plates are wrapped with fiber tape and stored for 8 weeks.

After this time secondary embryos are cut and placed into SB1 96 liquid media for 7

days.

Preparation of DNA for Bombardment :

Either an intact plasmid or a DNA plasmid fragment containing the delta-5

desaturase genes of interest and the selectable marker gene are used for

bombardment. Fragments from soybean expression plasmids comprising the delta-

5 desaturase of the present invention are obtained by gel isolation of digested

plasmids. The resulting DNA fragments are separated by gel electrophoresis on 1%

SeaPlaque GTG agarose (BioWhitaker Molecular Applications) and the DNA

fragments containing gene cassettes are cut from the agarose gel. DNA is purified

from the agarose using the GELase digesting enzyme following the manufacturer's

protocol.

A 50 µl_ aliquot of sterile distilled water containing 3 mg of gold particles is

added to 5 µl_ of a 1 µg/µL DNA solution (either intact plasmid or DNA fragment

prepared as described above), 50 µl_ 2.5 M CaCI2 and 20 µl_ of 0.1 M spermidine.

The mixture is shaken 3 min on level 3 of a vortex shaker and spun for 10 sec in a

bench microfuge. After a wash with 400 µl_ of 100% ethanol, the pellet is

suspended by sonication in 40 µl_ of 100% ethanol. DNA suspension (5 µl_) is



dispensed to each flying disk of the Biolistic PDS1 000/HE instrument disk. Each 5

µl_ aliquot contains approximately 0.375 mg gold particles per bombardment (i.e.,

per disk).

Tissue Preparation and Bombardment with DNA :

Approximately 150-200 mg of 7 day old embryonic suspension cultures is

placed in an empty, sterile 60 x 15 mm petri dish and the dish is covered with plastic

mesh. Tissue is bombarded 1 or 2 shots per plate with membrane rupture pressure

set at 1100 PSI and the chamber is evacuated to a vacuum of 27-28 inches of

mercury. Tissue is placed approximately 3.5 inches from the retaining/stopping

screen.

Selection of Transformed Embryos :

Transformed embryos ate selected using hygromycin as the selectable

marker. Specifically, following bombardment, the tissue is placed into fresh SB1 96

media and cultured as described above. Six days post-bombardment, the SB1 96 is

exchanged with fresh SB1 96 containing 30 mg/L hygromycin. The selection media

is refreshed weekly. Four to six weeks post-selection, green, transformed tissue is

observed growing from untransformed, necrotic embryogenic clusters. Isolated,

green tissue is removed and inoculated into multiwell plates to generate new,

clonally propagated, transformed embryogenic suspension cultures.

Embryo Maturation :

Embryos are cultured for 4-6 weeks at 26 0C in SB196 under cool white

fluorescent (Phillips cool white Econowatt F40/CW/RS/EW) and Agro (Phillips F40

Agro) bulbs (40 watt) on a 16:8 hr photoperiod with light intensity of 90-1 20 µE/m2s .

After this time embryo clusters are removed to a solid agar media, SB1 66, for 1-2

weeks. Clusters are then subcultured to medium SB1 03 for 3 weeks. During this

period, individual embryos are removed from the clusters and screened for

alterations in their fatty acid compositions as described supra.

Media Recipes:

SB 196 - FN Lite Liquid Proliferation Medium (per liter)

MS FeEDTA - 100x Stock 1 1OmL

MS Sulfate - 100x Stock 2 1OmL

FN Lite Halides - 100x Stock 3 1O mL



FN Lite P, B, Mo - 10Ox Stock 4 1O mL

B5 vitamins ( 1 mL/L) 1.O mL

2,4-D (10 mg/L final concentration) 1.O mL

KNO3
2.83 gm

(NhU)2SO4 0.463 gm

asparagine 1.0 gm

sucrose ( 1 %) 10 gm

pH 5.8

FN Lite Stock Solutions

Stock Number 100O mL 50O mL

1 MS Fe EDTA 100x Stock
Na2 EDTA * 3.724 g 1.862 g

FeSO4 - 7H2O 2.784 g 1.392 g

*Add first, dissolve in dark bottle while stirring

2 MS Sulfate 100x stock

MgSO 4 - 7H2O 37.O g 18.5 g

MnSO 4 - H2O 1.69 g 0.845 g

ZnSO 4 - 7H2O 0.86 g 0.43 g

CuSO 4 - 5H2O 0.0025 g 0.001 25 g

3 FN Lite Halides WOx Stock
CaCI2 - 2H2O 30.O g 15.O g

Kl 0.083 g 0.071 5 g

CoCI2 - 6H2O 0.0025 g 0.001 25 g

4 FN Lite P, B, Mo 10Ox Stock

KH2PO4 18.5 g 9.25 g

H3BO3 0.62 g 0.31 g

Na2MoO4 - 2H2O 0.025 g 0.01 25 g



SB1 Solid Medium (per liter)

1 package MS salts (Gibco/ BRL - Cat. No. 11117-066)

1 ml_ B5 vitamins 1000X stock

3 1 .5 g sucrose

2 ml_ 2,4-D (20 mg/L final concentration)

pH 5.7

8 g TC agar

SB 166 Solid Medium (per liter)

1 package MS salts (Gibco/ BRL - Cat. No. 11117-066)

1 mL B5 vitamins 1000X stock

60 g maltose

750 mg MgCI2 hexahydrate

5 g activated charcoal

pH 5.7

2 g gelrite

SB 103 Solid Medium (per liter)

1 package MS salts (Gibco/ BRL - Cat. No. 11117-066)

1 mL B5 vitamins 1000X stock

60 g maltose

750 mg MgCI hexahydrate

pH 5.7

2 g gelrite

SB 7 1-4 Solid Medium (per liter)

1 bottle Gamborg's B5 salts with sucrose (Gibco/ BRL - Cat. No.

2 1153-036)

pH 5.7

5 g TC agar



2.4-D Stock

Obtain premade from Phytotech Cat. No. D 295 - concentration 1 mg/mL

B5 Vitamins Stock (per 100 mϋ

Store aliquots at -20 C

10 g myo-inositol

100 mg nicotinic acid

100 mg pyhdoxine HCI

1 g thiamine

If the solution does not dissolve quickly enough, apply a low level of heat via the hot

stir plate.

Functional Analysis In Somatic Soybean Embryos

Mature somatic soybean embryos are a good model for zygotic embryos.

While in the globular embryo state in liquid culture, somatic soybean embryos

contain very low amounts of triacylglycerol (TAG) or storage proteins typical of

maturing, zygotic soybean embryos. At this developmental stage, the ratio of total

thacylglyceride to total polar lipid (phospholipids and glycolipid) is about 1:4, as is

typical of zygotic soybean embryos at the developmental stage from which the

somatic embryo culture was initiated. At the globular stage as well, the mRNAs for

the prominent seed proteins, α'-subunit of β-conglycinin, kunitz trypsin inhibitor 3,

and seed lectin are essentially absent. Upon transfer to hormone-free media to

allow differentiation to the maturing somatic embryo state, TAG becomes the most

abundant lipid class. As well, mRNAs for α'-subunit of β-conglycinin, kunitz trypsin

inhibitor 3 and seed lectin become very abundant messages in the total mRNA

population. On this basis, the somatic soybean embryo system behaves very

similarly to maturing zygotic soybean embryos in vivo, and is thus a good and rapid

model system for analyzing the phenotypic effects of modifying the expression of

genes in the fatty acid biosynthesis pathway (see PCT Publication No. WO

2002/00904). The model system is also predictive of the fatty acid composition of

seeds from plants derived from transgenic embryos.



EXAMPLE 7

Assay of Lipoxygenase Phenotype and Results

Transformations of Glycine max cv. Jack were carried out with five constructs

containing artificial microRNA sequences targeted against lipoxygenase sequences

under the control of a seed specific promoter. The amiRNA would be expected to

silence all three seed specific lipoxygenases as it has a one bp difference from the

lipoxygenase 1 and lipoxygenase 3 sequences and two bp changes from the

lipoxygenase 2 sequence. After transformation soybean somatic embryos were

collected for use in the lipoxygenase assay.

Preparation of Soybean Somatic Embryo Extract

Somatic soybean embryos were individually ground in 500 µL of 2 mM

sodium taurodeoxycholate in a microtiter plate (96 deep-well microtiter plates with a

1.2-2 mL working volume per well) using one 4 mm or 5/32" steel grinding ball per

embryo. The embryos were ground with two 30-45 second cycles at 1500

strokes/min using a Geno/Grinder™ (SPEX CertiPrep, Metuchen, NJ). The

microtiter plates were then centhfuged using an Eppendorf Centrifuge 5804R with

rotor A-2-MTP at 4000 rpm for 5 min to remove cellular debris.

Preparation of Soybean Bulk Seed Extract

The LOX1 enzyme assay was also to assay soybean cv Jack seeds as a

positive control for lipoxygenase activity and seeds carrying the triple lox null

mutation as a negative control for lipoxygenase activity. The assay on multiple

seeds was carried out as follows. Seeds were placed into a Geno/Grinder™ with a

9/1 6-inch stainless steel ball being placed on top of the seeds. The seeds were

ground using the Geno/Grinder™ at 1600 rpm for 30 seconds; additional 30-second

ghndings of the seeds were done until the seeds were pulverized to a homogeneous

powder. A small amount (approximately 10-1 5 mg) of pulverized soybean powder

was transferred to a 1.5 mL microfuge tube and the soybean powder was

suspended, by vortexing, in 800 µL sterile filtered ddi H2OL. The vials containing

the samples were then inverted and allowed to sit on the bench at room temperature

for approximately 2-3 minutes. Debris was compacted by centhfugation using a

micro-centrifuge at top speed.



Assay for Soybean LOX1

Lipoxygenase activity was determined using a spectrophotometry assay

where sodium linoleate is hydroperoxidated increasing the 234nm absorbance of

the sample. When measuring LOX1 activity in soybeans (Glycine max cv. Jack) the

absorbance at 234nm increases in 1-3 minutes to about 0.5 or 0.6 OD234nm min-1 .

Sodium linoleate substrate was prepared from linoleic acid as follows.

Seventy mg of linoleic acid and 70 mg of Tween 20 were weighed out into a 50 ml_

tube and homogenized in 4 ml_ sterile filtered double deionized (ddi) H2O. About

0.55 ml_ of 0.5 N NaOH was added in order to obtain a clear solution. Sterile filtered

double distilled H2O was added to bring the solution up to 25 ml_ total volume. The

solution was divided in 2 ml_ aliquots which were stored at -200C under argon gas.

The final stock concentration of sodium linoleate was 10 mM.

To measure lipoxygenase activity in soybean somatic embryos or soybean

seeds 100 µL of 0.2 mM sodium linoleate ( 18:2) in 0.1 M sodium borate, pH 9.0 was

added first to a 96-well standard UV grade microtiter plate suitable for a microtiter

plate reader then 10 µL of the soybean extract was added to each well and the

increase in absorbance at 234nm was monitored for 5 minutes at a 9 second

interval using a microtiter plate reader SpectraMax 190 (Molecular Devices Corp.,

Sunnyvale, CA).

The assay described in this Example was specific for the detection of LOX1 .

No lipoxygenase activity was observed when this assay was performed on seeds of

a soybean mutant with mutations in all three seed expressed lipoxygenase genes

while a high level of activity was found in cv. Jack seeds.

Table 5 : Silencing Efficacy of amiRNAs

construct # amiRNA % silencing

PHP3401 8 156c-lox 0

PHP32803 159-lox 82

PHP34019 166b-lox 0

PHP31 104 168c-lox 76

PHP37825 396b-lox 83

PHP34044 398b-lox 0



These results show that the amiRNA precursors are capable of producing

amiRNAs that are effective in gene silencing.

EXAMPLE 8

Assay of Fatty Acid Phenotvpe and Results

Transformations of Glycine max cv. Jack were carried out with three

constructs containing artificial microRNA sequences targeted against fatty acid

desaturase 2-1 under the control of a seed specific promoter. Additional

transformations of Glycine max cv. Jack were carried out with two constructs

containing two artificial microRNA sequences; one targeted against fatty acid

desaturase 2-1 and one targeted against fatty acid desaturase 2-2 both under the

control of the same seed specific promoter. Silencing of fatty acid desaturase 2-1

would be expected to lead to increased levels of oleic acid somatic embryos and

seeds as compared to non-transformed seeds and somatic embryos. Silencing of

fatty acid desaturase 2-1 and fatty acid desaturase 2-2 would be expected to lead to

increased levels of oleic acid in somatic embryos and seeds as compared to non-

transformed somatic embryos and seeds. After transformation soybean somatic

embryos were collected for use in the lipoxygenase assay.

GC analysis of FAME was employed to investigate if amiRNA expression

alters the fatty acid profile of soybean somatic embryos. Approximately 5 somatic

embryos were analyzed per event and 25-50 events were analyzed per construct.

Each somatic embryo was placed in a GC vial. For transesterification, 50 µl_ of

thmethylsulfonium hydroxide (TMSH) was added to the GC vial and were incubated

for 30 minutes at room temperature while shaking. Then 0.4 ml_ of heptane were

added to the GC vial and incubated for 30 min at room temperature while shaking.

Fatty acid methyl esters (5µl_ injected from heptane layer) were separated and

quantified using a Hewlett-Packard 6890 Gas Chromatograph fitted with an

Omegawax 320 fused silica capillary column (Catalog #241 52, Supelco Inc.). The

oven temperature was programmed to hold at 220 C for 2.6 min, increase to 240

C at 20 °C/min and then hold for an additional 2.4 min. Carrier gas was supplied

by a Whatman hydrogen generator. Retention times were compared to those for

methyl esters of standards commercially available (Nu-Chek Prep, Inc.). An event

was considered silenced if three or more somatic embryos showed oleic acid levels

greater then 20%.



Table 6 : Silencing Efficacy of amiRNAs

construct # amiRNA % silencing

PHP3251 1 159-fad2-1 b 26

PHP32421 166b-fad2-1 b 0

PHP37826 168c-fad2-1 b 0

PHP3251 0 396b-fad2-1 b 30

PHP32843 396b-fad2-1 b & 159-fad2-2 80

PHP32869 159-fad2-1 b & 159-fad2-1 b 80

These results show that some of the amiRNA precursors are capable of

producing amiRNAs that are effective in gene silencing.

EXAMPLE 9

Generation and analysis of seeds with a silenced phenotvpe

Dried down embryos as described in Example 6 were germinated and plants

were regenerated. Seeds from transgenic plants were harvested and assayed for

lipoxygenase activity as in example 7 or fatty acid content as in example 8 . The

phenotypes obtained were consistent with the results obtained in the transgenic

embryos (data not shown). Protein extracted from seeds from plants transformed

with the lipoxygenase constructs was examined using SDS polyacrylamide gel

analysis. Lipoxygenase is such an abundant protein that the band can be identified

visually in stained gels using Jack (wild type control) and a mutant that does not

produce seed lipoxygenase as comparators. Transgenic seeds did not have visible

lipoxygenase production in agreement with the results obtained from the

lipoxygenase assays (data not shown).

Transgenic seeds were also planted in the greenhouse and the plants were

allowed to self-fertilize. Seeds will be collected and analyzed for lipoxygenase

activity as in Example 7 or fatty acid content as in Example 8 This analysis will show

that the effect of these constructs is heritable and stable.

EXAMPLE 10

Constructs to silence fad2-1 and fatB

At times it is desirable to silence more than one gene with a given construct.

Individual amiRNA precursors can be operably linked to the same or different

promoters. Alternatively, two or more amiRNA precursors can be operably linked to



each other and then linked to one promoter. From such a construct two or more

amiRNAs would be produced. Such constructs to silence fad2-1 and fad2-2 are

described in Example 4 and Example 8 . As an additional example, constructs were

made to silence both fad2-1 and fatB. fad2-1 is described above. fatB is a

thioesterase encoding a palmitoyl-thioesterase (Kinney, A.J. (1997) Genetic

engineering of oilseeds for desired traits. In: Genetic Engineering, Vol. 19, (Setlow

J .K. Plenum Press, New York, NY, pp. 149-1 66.). Down-regulation of fatB would

result in decreased levels of saturated fatty acids, primarily a reduction in palmitate,

whereas down-regulation of fad2-1 results in elevated levels of oleic acid and a

reduction in polyunsaturated fatty acids.

The amiRNA, star sequence for fad2-1 described in examples 2 and 3 was

used and converted into amiRNA precursors as described in Example 4 . For fatB

the amiRNA was designed as described in Example 2, the microRNA is 5'-

ugcugcuuuucccccuuaccc -3' (the DNA sequence corresponding to this amiRNA is

represented by SEQ ID NO: 40). Artificial star sequences were designed as

described in Example 3 and are shown in Table 7 . amiRNA precursors were created

as explained in Example 4 .

Table 7 : Artificial microRNA Star Sequences

These precursors were cloned downstream of fad 2-1 precursors (described

in Example 4) to create the cassettes described in Table 8 . Cassettes were cloned

downstream of an embryo specific promoter as previously described. Soybean

transformation was performed as described in Example 6 and embryos were

assayed for fatty acid phenotype as described in Example 8 . No embryos showed

the expected phenotype for silencing of fatB.

Examination of various ESTs encoding fatB suggests that many of the ESTs

have a polyadenylation signal upstream of the sequence complementary to the fatB

microRNA, thus they would not be silenced. Alternatively, it is known that the three

dimensional structure of the mRNA can inhibit cleavage and thus the silencing of the

gene (Long et al. (2007) Potent effect of target structure on microRNA function



Nature Structural & Molecular Biology 14, 287 - 294. Published online: 1 April 2007)

and it is possible that the three dimensional structure of fatB inhibited the function of

the designed amiRNA. Additional amiRNAs have been constructed and are being

tested.

Table 8 : Artificial miRNA constructs containing amiRNAs designed to silence both

fad 2-1 and fatB

EXAMPLE 11

Constructs to silence phosphoglucomutase (PGM)

The above examples show the silencing of the soybean fad2-1 , fad2-2 and

lipoxygenase genes, but it is known to those skilled in the art that amiRNAs can be

constructed to silence many genes. As an example of another gene that can be

silenced, an amiRNA targeting phosphoglucomutase (PGM, US Pat No. 7,323,560)

was designed as described in Example 2, and the DNA sequence corresponding to

these amiRNAs is shown in Table 9 . Artificial star sequences were designed as

described in Example 3 and are shown in Table 10 . amiRNA precursors were

created as explained in Example 4 .

Table 9 : Artificial microRNA Sequences



Table 10: Artificial microRNA Star Sequences

amiRNA precursors were cloned downstream of an embryo specific promoter as

previously described and constructs were transformed into soybean as described in

Example 6 . Transgenic soybeans in which PGM has been silenced show a

phenotype of decreased starch in late stage embryos. Silencing was determined by

a visual examination of embryos stained with potassium iodide. Alternatively, starch

was also measured using gas chromatography. Two constructs gave gene silencing

while results are pending for the remaining two constructs (Table 11) .

Table 11: Artificial miRNA constructs silence PGM



What is claimed is:

1. An isolated nucleic acid fragment comprising a precursor miRNA said

precursor miRNA corresponding substantially to the deoxyribonucleotide sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO:1 3 (i) wherein nucleotides 5 13 to 533 of SEQ ID NO:1 3 are

replaced by a first variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to

about 30 nucleotides depending upon the target sequence whose expression is to

be reduced and (ii) further wherein nucleotides 384 to 407 of SEQ ID NO:1 3 are

replaced by a second variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about

19 to about 30 nucleotides, said second variable nucleotide subsequence being

capable of hybridizing to the first variable subsequence of the precursor miRNA.

2 . A recombinant construct comprising the isolated nucleic acid fragment of

claim 1 operably linked to at least one regulatory sequence.

3 . A plant cell comprising the recombinant construct of claim 2 .

4 . The plant cell of claim 3 wherein the plant cell is a monocot plant cell.

5 . A method for reducing expression of a target sequence in a plant cell,

said method comprising:

(a) transforming at least one plant cell with a nucleic acid construct

comprising a comprising a precursor miRNA said precursor miRNA corresponding

substantially to the deoxyribonucleotide sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 13 (i)

wherein nucleotides 5 13 to 533 of SEQ ID NO:13 are replaced by a first variable

nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to about 30 nucleotides

depending upon the target sequence whose expression is to be reduced and (ii)

further wherein nucleotides 384 to 407 of SEQ ID NO:1 3 are replaced by a second

variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to about 30

nucleotides, said second variable nucleotide subsequence being capable of

hybridizing to the first variable subsequence of the precursor miRNA; and

(b) selecting those transformed plant cell(s) whose level of expression of

the target sequence is reduced when compared to the level of expression of the

target gene in a wild type plant cell.

6 . The method of claim 5 wherein the plant cell is a monocot plant cell.

7 . An isolated nucleic acid fragment comprising a precursor miRNA said

precursor miRNA corresponding substantially to the deoxyribonucleotide sequence



set forth in SEQ ID NO:1 4 (i) wherein nucleotides 275 to 295 SEQ ID NO:1 4 are

replaced by a first variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to

about 30 nucleotides depending upon the target sequence whose expression is to

be reduced and (ii) further wherein nucleotides 121 to 141 of SEQ ID NO:14 are

replaced by a second variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about

19 to about 30 nucleotides, said second variable nucleotide subsequence being

capable of hybridizing to the first variable subsequence of the precursor miRNA.

8 . A recombinant construct comprising the isolated nucleic acid fragment of

claim 7 operably linked to at least one regulatory sequence.

9 . A plant cell comprising the recombinant construct of claim 8 .

10. The plant cell of claim 9 wherein the plant cell is a monocot plant cell.

11. A method for reducing expression of a target sequence in a plant cell,

said method comprising:

(a) transforming at least one plant cell with a nucleic acid construct

comprising a comprising a precursor miRNA said precursor miRNA corresponding

substantially to the deoxyhbonucleotide sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:14 (i)

wherein nucleotides 275 to 295 SEQ ID NO:14 are replaced by a first variable

nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to about 30 nucleotides

depending upon the target sequence whose expression is to be reduced and (ii)

further wherein nucleotides 12 1 to 141 of SEQ ID NO:14 are replaced by a second

variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to about 30

nucleotides, said second variable nucleotide subsequence being capable of

hybridizing to the first variable subsequence of the precursor miRNA; and

(b) selecting those transformed plant cell(s) whose level of expression of

the target sequence is reduced when compared to the level of expression of the

target gene in a wild type plant cell.

12. The method of claim 11 wherein the plant cell is a monocot plant cell.

13. An isolated nucleic acid fragment comprising a precursor miRNA said

precursor miRNA corresponding substantially to the deoxyribonucleotide sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO:1 5 (i) wherein nucleotides 262 to 282 of SEQ ID NO:1 5 are

replaced by a first variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to

about 30 nucleotides depending upon the target sequence whose expression is to

be reduced and (ii) further wherein nucleotides 155 to 175 of SEQ ID NO:1 5 are



replaced by a second variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about

19 to about 30 nucleotides, said second variable nucleotide subsequence being

capable of hybridizing to the first variable subsequence of the precursor miRNA.

14. A recombinant construct comprising the isolated nucleic acid fragment of

claim 13 operably linked to at least one regulatory sequence.

15 . A plant cell comprising the recombinant construct of claim 14.

16. The plant cell of claim 14 wherein the plant cell is a monocot plant cell.

17. A method for reducing expression of a target sequence in a plant cell,

said method comprising:

(a) transforming at least one plant cell with a nucleic acid construct

comprising a comprising a precursor miRNA said precursor miRNA corresponding

substantially to the deoxynucleotide sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:15 (i)

wherein nucleotides 262 to 282 of SEQ ID NO:15 are replaced by a first variable

nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to about 30 nucleotides

depending upon the target sequence whose expression is to be reduced and (ii)

further wherein nucleotides 155 to 175 of SEQ ID NO:1 5 are replaced by a second

variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to about 30

nucleotides, said second variable nucleotide subsequence being capable of

hybridizing to the first variable subsequence of the precursor miRNA; and

(b) selecting those transformed plant cell(s) whose level of expression of

the target sequence is reduced when compared to the level of expression of the

target gene in a wild type plant cell.

18. The method of claim 17 wherein the plant cell is a monocot plant cell.

19. An isolated nucleic acid fragment comprising a precursor miRNA said

precursor miRNA corresponding substantially to the deoxyribonucleotide sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO:1 6 (i) wherein nucleotides 249 to 269 of SEQ ID NO:1 6 are

replaced by a first variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to

about 30 nucleotides depending upon the target sequence whose expression is to

be reduced and (ii) further wherein nucleotides 3 16 to 336 of SEQ ID NO:1 6 are

replaced by a second variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about

19 to about 30 nucleotides, said second variable nucleotide subsequence being

capable of hybridizing to the first variable subsequence of the precursor miRNA.



20. A recombinant construct comprising the isolated nucleic acid fragment of

claim 19 operably linked to at least one regulatory sequence.

2 1 . A plant cell comprising the recombinant construct of claim 20.

22. The plant cell of claim 2 1 wherein the plant cell is a monocot plant cell.

23. A method for reducing expression of a target sequence in a plant cell,

said method comprising:

(a) transforming at least one plant cell with a nucleic acid construct

comprising a comprising a precursor miRNA said precursor miRNA corresponding

substantially to the deoxynucleotide sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:16 (i)

wherein nucleotides 249 to 269 of SEQ ID NO:16 are replaced by a first variable

nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to about 30 nucleotides

depending upon the target sequence whose expression is to be reduced and (ii)

further wherein nucleotides 316 to 336 of SEQ ID NO:1 6 are replaced by a second

variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to about 30

nucleotides, said second variable nucleotide subsequence being capable of

hybridizing to the first variable subsequence of the precursor miRNA; and

(b) selecting those transformed plant cell(s) whose level of expression of

the target sequence is reduced when compared to the level of expression of the

target sequence in a wild type plant cell.

24. The method of claim 23 wherein the plant cell is a monocot plant cell.

25. An isolated nucleic acid fragment comprising a precursor miRNA said

precursor miRNA corresponding substantially to the deoxyribonucleotide sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO:1 7 (i) wherein nucleotides 196 to 2 16 of SEQ ID NO:1 7 are

replaced by a first variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to

about 30 nucleotides depending upon the target sequence whose expression is to

be reduced and (ii) further wherein nucleotides 262 to 282 of SEQ ID NO:1 7 are

replaced by a second variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about

19 to about 30 nucleotides, said second variable nucleotide subsequence being

capable of hybridizing to the first variable subsequence of the precursor miRNA.

26. A recombinant construct comprising the isolated nucleic acid fragment of

claim 25 operably linked to at least one regulatory sequence.

27. A plant cell comprising the recombinant construct of claim 26.

28. The plant cell of claim 27 wherein the plant cell is a monocot plant cell.



29. A method for reducing expression of a target sequence in a plant cell,

said method comprising:

(a) transforming at least one plant cell with a nucleic acid construct

comprising a comprising a precursor miRNA said precursor miRNA corresponding

substantially to the deoxyribonucleotide sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:1 7 (i)

wherein nucleotides 196 to 2 16 of SEQ ID NO:17 are replaced by a first variable

nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to about 30 nucleotides

depending upon the target sequence whose expression is to be reduced and (ii)

further wherein nucleotides 262 to 282 of SEQ ID NO:1 7 are replaced by a second

variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to about 30

nucleotides, said second variable nucleotide subsequence being capable of

hybridizing to the first variable subsequence of the precursor miRNA; and

(b) selecting those transformed plant cell(s) whose level of expression of

the target sequence is reduced when compared to the level of expression of the

target sequence in a wild type plant cell.

30. The method of claim 29 wherein the plant cell is a monocot plant cell.

3 1 . An isolated nucleic acid fragment comprising a precursor miRNA said

precursor miRNA corresponding substantially to the deoxyribonucleotide sequence

set forth in SEQ ID NO:1 8 (i) wherein nucleotides 127 to 147 of SEQ ID NO:1 8 are

replaced by a first variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to

about 30 nucleotides depending upon the target sequence whose expression is to

be reduced and (ii) further wherein nucleotides 53 to 73 of SEQ ID NO:1 8 are

replaced by a second variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about

19 to about 30 nucleotides, said second variable nucleotide subsequence being

capable of hybridizing to the first variable subsequence of the precursor miRNA.

32. A recombinant construct comprising the isolated nucleic acid fragment of

claim 3 1 operably linked to at least one regulatory sequence.

33. A plant cell comprising the recombinant construct of claim 32.

34. The plant cell of claim 33 wherein the plant cell is a monocot plant cell.

35. A method for reducing expression of a target sequence in a plant cell,

said method comprising:

(a) transforming at least one plant cell with a nucleic acid construct

comprising a comprising a precursor miRNA said precursor miRNA corresponding



substantially to the deoxyribonucleotide sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO:1 8 (i)

wherein nucleotides 127 to 147 of SEQ ID NO:18 are replaced by a first variable

nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to about 30 nucleotides

depending upon the target sequence whose expression is to be reduced and (ii)

further wherein nucleotides 53 to 73 of SEQ ID NO:1 8 are replaced by a second

variable nucleotide subsequence ranging in size from about 19 to about 30

nucleotides, said second variable nucleotide subsequence being capable of

hybridizing to the first variable subsequence of the precursor miRNA; and

(b) selecting those transformed plant cell(s) whose level of expression of

the target sequence is reduced when compared to the level of expression of the

target sequence in a wild type plant cell.

36. The method of claim 35 wherein the plant cell is a monocot plant cell.
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